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GUIDELINES for original posts on the REPROHEALTHLAW BLOG 

WORDCOUNTS 

(200-300 words plus 2 or 3 contextual links) abstracts or excerpts of published papers, or brief case 

summaries.  These posts will be individually featured on the blog, (Example), and later listed in the 

monthly Reprohealthlaw Updates. 

(200-500 words) original case commentaries by guest bloggers, featured on the blog   Example. 

 After posting, these will also be added to our Reprohealthlaw Commentaries series.   

500-1000 words (strict limits) for timely original comments that emphasizes aspects of “international 

law” and thus qualifies for simultaneous posting on the INTLAWGRRLS blog,  see  details below).   After 

posting on both blogs, these will also go on our Reprohealthlaw Commentaries series webpage.   

SUBMISSION DATES:  normally within the first 2 weeks of any month. 

SUBMIT to Linda at Reprohealth.Law@utoronto.ca.   

INQUIRIES: to Linda at Reprohealth.Law@utoronto.ca.   

 

___________________________ 

CROSS-POSTING OPPORTUNITIES: 

Timely Posts with strong “International Law” or “Constitutional Law” elements may be suitable for 

simultaneous cross-posting or forwarding to  the INT LAW GRRLS blog,  or the I-CONnect Blog, 

respectively..  

 

INT LAW GRRLS: 

Length: Minimum  500 words.  Maximum 1000 words. 

Subject matter must be timely, i.e., concerning a recent development where international law was 

significant or applicable, or provides useful background to a current event.   Example 1     Example 2 

First time INTLAWGRRLS authors: First post must include a brief introduction to the author(s), 

preferably with an author photograph.  Examples:    single author        multiple authors. 

INTLAWGRRLS Posting may include a picture, if very appropriate.    Example of post with 

appropriate picture  

I-CONnect (Blog of the International Journal of Constitutional Law),  

For individual posts, submitters need not do anything.  These will appear on ReprohealthLaw blog 

first, and then be offered to the moderator of ICONnect for cross-posting. 

Occasionally, we contribute to Symposia on I-CONnect, with invited pieces of 500-800 words on an 

exciting new judgment.  These are posted to our Blog AFTER all have appeared on   I-CONnect.   

Examples:  Brazilian Habeas Corpus, 2017.      Chilean abortion law of 2017.     
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